
 

WedApr21_
HW 6 assign Fri due last day of

class
Optional assign on last day due
during exam week

HW 5 blue lights graph part

good soli 2b 13005
bestSol 21.2514 1351

21.25139

blue lights multiple tweaks

pick a random light
replace it with a new random light

a lot of exploration
not great for exploitation

tweaks picking a random solution

GP unpenalized scare



allow the two sides to have
different sizes butpenalize it

1502 4981 4
score It o

Topic 18 Variations on local Search

Local Search MHS where we look
nearby like H C S A IS etc

Today two variations to give you a

taste of what's possible

I Variable Neighborhood Search

Ideai Define different kinds of tweaks
different neighborhoods

N Lx NIH NIH n n Nd x
d mat

often butnot always
Nix E NzCt E NzCx E a a Nd x

0



With the blue lights
N move one light a tiny amount

WE delete a light and randomly

Nix C Nex
replace it

Pseudocodes

Let x be a random solution
While True
Pick s randomly from Nix
if S is better than x

keep it and start the white loop over

else
Pick s randomly from Nix
if s is better than x
keep and start over



p
else
Pick 5 randomly from Nz Cx

n And So On

If you go through all neighborhoods

with no improvement just start over with
N.CH

You can try a neighborhood more than
once before moving onto the next
one

We need
a neighborhood structure

Exi knapsack
NkCx delete k random items

then greedily add items
back until full

E Metaheuristics from Design to
Implementation by Talbi



Ex 3 TSP
Good tweak we've used pick two
cities and reverse the path in
between

As a picture
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H
Another way to phrase this
delete two random edges then
reconnect the tour in the cheapest

way that is still a valid cycle

TTwe o.E.gx.a.ti 9IO
not a valid
TSP solution

K opt delete k edges consider all
valid ways of reconnecting



the tour pick the cheapest

3 opt most popular for H C

k 3 g
e

r go.gr go.gri go Y Xycooee cooee cooee cooee cooee

e go.gr go.grI all Y I KHcooee cooee cooee cooee cooee

e go.gr go.grH T It 1
cooee cooee cooee cooee cooee

8 valid possibilities to check


